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GroWell Holiday Watering Kit -
Instructions

Overview
Thank you for purchasing your GroWell Holiday Watering 
Kit - the basis of a simple yet effective selfwatering system 
for hand-fed, pot-grown plants. When combined with
a timer and nutrient reservoir this package of products
will reliably ‘hold the fort’, allowing you to get away
and enjoy the sunshine every now and again. You could 
even use the system to completely eradicate the task of 
manual waterings!

System Set-Up
1. Secure the Nova Pump to the base of your nutrient reservoir.

2. Create an L-shaped tube for transporting nutrient solution using the 13mm LDPE pipe and 13mm Elbow
(refer to diagram below). Soften the ends of the pipe with hot water when connectng it to the pump outlet
and 13mm Elbow. Position the tube so that the drippers will be able to reach your plants.

3. Use the hole punch to make entry points for each dripper on the pipe. Insert the nipple end of a dripper into one 
of these holes on the pipe and place the drip stake into a pot containing a plant and your chosen medium.
Make sure that the entire drip stake is buried. Repeat this process for all the drippers you intend to use, ensuring 
that there is one per plant.

4. Cut the end of the pipe several centimetres from your last dripper then soften it with hot water and attach the 
13mm End Stop.

5. Plug the pump into your timer and adjust the settings so that feeds are triggered when required. Fill your nutrient 
reservoir with nutrient solution, then turn the mains on.

Feed Schedule
The frequency and duration of feeds you set your watering system to carry out will obviously depend on plant sizes, pot 
sizes and the medium used. As a good starting point we recommend initiating 15 minute irrigation cycles 2-8 times a 
day. Your plants will need to be watered as soon as the pots and medium show signs of becoming dry (never let them 
dry out completely). It really is that easy!

Kit Contents

1x  Nova Pump (250 - 800 Litres per hour, 13mm outlet)
12x  Assembled 2 Litre/Hour Dripper
1x  Hole Punch
1x  Pipe LDPE 13mm - 3 metres
1x  Elbow 13mm
1x  End Stop 13mm
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